Developmental topographic disorientation (DTD) is a life-long condition in which affected individuals are severely impaired in navigating around their environment. Individuals with DTD have no apparent structural brain damage on conventional imaging and the neural mechanisms underlying DTD are currently unknown. Using functional and diffusion tensor imaging, we present a comprehensive neuroimaging study of an individual, J.N., with well defined DTD. J.N. has intact scene-selective responses in the parahippocampal place area (PPA), transverse occipital sulcus, and retrosplenial cortex (RSC), key regions associated with scene perception and navigation. However, detailed fMRI studies probing selective tuning properties of these regions, as well as functional connectivity, suggest that J.N.'s RSC has an atypical response profile and an atypical functional coupling to PPA compared with human controls. This deviant functional profile of RSC is not due to compromised structural connectivity. This comprehensive examination suggests that the RSC may play a key role in navigation-related processing and that an alteration of the RSC's functional properties may serve as the neural basis for DTD.
Introduction
The ability to navigate around one's environment is a complex skill that is critical for everyday life. Damage to multiple brain regions or "nodes" that are implicated in this navigational ability results in impairment. For example, patients with damage to the posterior parietal cortex are impaired at representing locations of objects with respect to themselves (Stark, 1996; Aguirre and D'Esposito, 1999) . Patients with damage to the occipitotemporal (Whiteley and Warrington, 1978; Aguirre et al., 1998) and/or the parahippocampal (Epstein et al., 2001; Mendez and Cherrier, 2003) regions have difficulties navigating due to poor recognition of previously familiar landmarks. Patients with damage to the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), although able to recognize familiar landmarks, are unable to encode and derive directional information from landmarks (e.g., the direction of a familiar location in relation to another familiar location; Takahashi et al., 1997; Aguirre and D'Esposito, 1999; Katayama et al., 1999; Maguire, 2001; Hashimoto et al., 2010) . Finally, patients with damage to medial temporal lobe structures (Habib and Sirigu, 1987) show topographic disorientation due to the inability to represent newly learned routes and environments.
Impairments in spatial navigation, however, may manifest even without explicit brain damage. Individuals with developmental topographic disorientation (DTD) suffer from severe, life-long navigational deficits in the absence of an obvious neurological condition or structural damage (Iaria et al., 2009 (Iaria et al., , 2014 Bianchini et al., 2010 Bianchini et al., , 2014 . These individuals have problems representing a spatial layout, repeatedly getting lost in familiar environments, and having difficulties learning new routes. Since the first report in 2009, Ͼ120 cases have been documented (Iaria and Barton, 2010) . Although DTD individuals may vary in the nature and severity of their navigational abilities, they have in common substantial difficulty forming a cognitive map or mental representation of their environment, even of a familiar scene, while retaining the ability to recognize landmarks such as distinctive buildings. Although the neural mechanism underlying DTD is not known, the behavioral profile most closely resembles the behavioral deficits of patients with retrosplenial damage, as described above. Given that there is no overt structural damage in DTD, there may be functional deficits within the RSC or the RSC's interaction with other brain regions involved in different aspects of navigational processes.
Here, we report a comprehensive neuroimaging study using fMRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to explore the neural basis of DTD in a single patient, J.N. Although it is still unclear whether DTD is a heterogeneous condition in which the inability to form and use a cognitive map is one aspect of a multiplicity of symptoms or if it is a more homogenous condition related to a deficit in constructing a cognitive map, J.N.'s profile strongly resembles the model DTD pattern, so the results from this well characterized representative case may be applicable to DTD more generally.
Previous fMRI studies in healthy individuals demonstrate that several brain regions, such as the parahippocampal place area (PPA), transverse occipital sulcus (TOS), and RSC, are activated in visual scene and navigational processing (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 2007b) . These regions show selectively greater responses to scenes than to other categories of stimuli and are considered critical for processing visual information in the service of navigation (Epstein et al., 2001; Epstein, 2008) . Because the behavioral profile of DTD involves navigational and spatial processes, we examined all three regions related to scene and navigational processes. Our experiments compared the functional properties of these regions in J.N. and controls using functional localizers and fMRI adaptation experiments. We also conducted analyses of functional and structural connectivity between these areas. The key findings indicate that the functional, but not the structural, profile of J.N.'s scene network, especially of the RSC, was disrupted. This study provides the most extensive neuroimaging investigation of the neural mechanisms underlying DTD to date and also offers insights into the neural basis of navigability in normal vision.
Materials and Methods
Participants J.N., a 56 year-old, left-handed (score of Ϫ50 on Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971) woman self-employed as a speech and language pathologist, and 13 control subjects (all female, age range 24 -60, mean: 41.6 years, 3 left-handed) participated in the MRI experiments performed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) Scientific Imaging and Brain Research Center (for J.N. and control participant C1) and Princeton University (PU; for 12 controls). Six control participants were age matched to J.N. and three were handedness matched to J.N. For all analyses, the six age-matched controls did not differ from the other nonaged-matched participants, so the control data were collapsed across all participants (see Results section for a comparison between two age groups). An additional six female age-matched controls (age range: 52-60, mean: 55.7) were recruited to perform the behavioral experiments at PU. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological disorder. All participants gave informed consent and those who participated in the imaging studies were screened for safety in accordance with the procedures approved by CMU's and PU's Institutional Review Boards.
The statistical comparison between J.N. and the control group was done with a modified independent samples two-tailed t test (Crawford and Howell, 1998) , which tests the null hypothesis that the results of the single case is drawn from the population of controls. This method has been widely used in neuropsychological studies (Behrmann et al., 2006; Konen et al., 2011) and has advantages over other single case statistics such as the modified ANOVA or z-score inferences (Crawford et al., 2004) .
As a visual benchmark to reference J.N.'s results, the results of C1 (who is age, handedness, and scanner matched to J.N.) are displayed in the figures as well. To ensure that C1 was a representative control, we compared C1's data with the data from the other controls (n ϭ 12) and found no difference between C1 and the rest of the controls' data (see Results). J.N. has a brother who has been diagnosed as high functioning on the autism spectrum disorder, but J.N. herself was not. Aside from a kidney transplant in 2001, her medical history is unremarkable.
Quantitative analyses detailing J.N.'s specific behavioral deficits can be found in the "Behavioral results" section. In brief, J.N.'s performance on navigation-related processes such as mental rotation or spatial manipulation is significantly poorer than the controls and mirrors that of previously reported cases of DTDs. In contrast, her performance on basic perceptual abilities such as face, object, and scene recognition is indistinguishable from that of the controls and her results on tests of nonspatial memory processing such as word recall, digit span, and face identity memory test are all within the normal range. These results confirm that J.N.'s navigational deficits are not due to a general perceptual or memory problem.
Experimental procedure
J.N. and six age-matched controls were tested on a series of behavioral assessments designed to characterize the nature and extent of J.N.'s navigational impairment. These include tests of navigational abilities; face, object, and scene perception; memory; and mental rotation or spatial manipulation.
J.N. and 13 additional participants were scanned in multiple MRI sessions. Scans included retinotopic mapping of early visual areas, functional localizer scans to localize category-selective higher-order visual areas, two fMRI adaptation experiments, resting-state scans, anatomical scans, and a DTI scan. ms, flip angle, 9°, 256 ϫ 256 matrix, 1 mm 3 resolution, 179 volumes. The fMRI scans were acquired with a T2*-weighted echo planar sequence; for retinotopy and functional localizers: TR ϭ 2.5 s, TE ϭ 30 ms, flip angle ϭ 83°, FOV ϭ 192, voxel resolution ϭ 3 mm 3 , 39 slices; resting state: TR ϭ 1.8 s, TE ϭ 30 ms, flip angle ϭ 68°, FOV ϭ 192, voxel resolution ϭ 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 4 mm, 32 slices; adaptation experiments: TR ϭ 2 s, TE ϭ 29 ms, flip angle ϭ 79°, FOV ϭ 192, voxel resolution ϭ 3 mm 3 , 36 slices. DTIs were acquired with diffusion weights isotropically distributed along 50 directions using a b value of 2400 s ϫ mm 2 : TR ϭ 6.1 s, TE ϭ 118 ms, voxel resolution ϭ 2.5 mm 3 , 40 slices. The functional scans were preprocessed using AFNI (http://afni.nimh. nih.gov/afni), including despiking, slice time correction, motion correction, and detrending. Data were smoothed with a 4 mm Gaussian kernel FWHM and normalized to percentage signal change by dividing the time series by its mean intensity. The resting-state runs were band-passed filtered with 0.1 and 0.01 Hz. All functional scans were coregistered to each session's structural scan and the structural scans were aligned across sessions. The software packages FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu) and SUMA (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/suma/) were used for the cortical thickness analysis and for producing inflated and flat cortical surface reconstructions.
Retinotopic mapping. Retinotopic areas including V1, V2, V3, V4, V3a, V3b, and MT were defined for each subject (see Fig. 1C for retinotopic ROIs in J.N. and C1). A colored checkerboard with the chromaticity and luminance of each square alternating at a flicker frequency of 4 Hz rotated around a central fixation at a rate of 9°/s with a total rotation of 8 cycles per run. The radius of the wedge spanned 1-14°in eccentricity and had an arc length of 45°. At every 3-5 s, 1 of the rings of the wedge (with a random distance from fixation) dimmed and subjects were instructed to detect the dimming of the ring with a button press while maintaining central fixation. Each run started and ended with a blank screen with a center fixation cross for 10 s and the duration of a run was 5.7 min. Three retinotopy runs were acquired for each subject and, across different runs, the checkerboard wedge rotated clockwise or counterclockwise. To delineate visual areas, a Fourier analysis was used to determine the amplitude and phase of the harmonic at the stimulus frequency. The statistical threshold used to delineate ROIs was p Յ 0.001, uncorrected, derived from the F ratio from the Fourier transform. Similar phase encoding parameters and procedures have been used previously (Bandettini et al., 1993; Swisher et al., 2007) , as have the statistical analyses (Schneider et al., 2004; Arcaro et al., 2009 ). All of the retinotopic areas listed above were defined in all subjects except for one control subject, in whom MT was not localized due to signal dropout in that region.
Functional localizers. Standard block design functional localizer (Kim et al., 2009; Kim and Biederman, 2011) runs were acquired for each subject. Each run (5.3 min) began and ended with a fixation cross for 15 s. Each run contained four repetitions of four blocks alternating between images of colored scenes, faces, objects, and grid-scrambled objects (see Fig. 1A ), resulting in a total of 12 blocks for each category condition. The scenes used in the localizer runs differed from those used in the adaptation experiments. For each repetition, the ordering of the condition blocks was randomized. Each block lasted 15 s and consisted of 20 exemplars randomly selected without replacement from a total of 40 exemplars per stimulus category. Each stimulus subtended 7.4°and was presented for 350 ms with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 750 ms. The four category conditions were blocked without a gap in between. The repetitions of the conditions were separated by 15 s of fixation. The fixation cross remained present throughout the run and subjects were instructed to maintain fixation while passively viewing the stimuli.
Square-wave functions matching the time course of the design were convolved and used as regressors of interest in a multiple regression model. Additional regressors included motion parameters, linear drifts within runs, and shifts between runs. The weighted contrast of [3 ϫ scene Ͼ face ϩ object ϩ scrambled] was used to define PPA, TOS, and RSC. The weighted contrast of [3 ϫ face Ͼ scene ϩ object ϩ scrambled] was used to define face-selective fusiform face area (FFA). Objectselective lateral occipital complex (LOC) was defined with the contrast of object Ͼ scrambled. For all ROIs, a threshold of p Ͻ 0.0001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, was used.
In addition to these ROIs, the hippocampus (HIP) was anatomically defined for each participant using the automatic subcortical segmentation tool from FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 2002) . Before this step, manual segmentation of gray matter and white matter (WM) boundary was done on each participant's high-resolution structural scan to ensure more accurate segmentation of HIP.
Adaptation experiments. Each participant was scanned in three runs of the familiar/unfamiliar scenes and three runs of the indoor/outdoor scenes. In alternating blocks, participants viewed either a series of different scenes (new) or repetitions of an identical scene (repeat). The different scene types (e.g., familiar or unfamiliar) were assigned randomly to blocks. Each run consisted of a total of 12 blocks (either new or repeat), each of which lasted 12 s followed by 12 s of fixation. Participants performed a fixation color change detection task during each run. Each scene subtended 7.4°and was presented centrally for 750 ms with an ISI of 1 s. There were a total of four stimulus conditions for each run: familiar/indoor new, familiar/indoor repeat, unfamiliar/outdoor new, and unfamiliar/outdoor repeat. While viewing the scenes, subjects performed an orthogonal fixation color change detection task designed to encourage them to maintain fixation and attention throughout the experiment. The fixation cross, which appeared throughout each run, changed its color from black to red every 3-5 s during both the scene and fixation blocks. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation and to detect the color change with a button press. Participants performed this task with high accuracy (control mean ϭ 95.7%, J.N. ϭ 98.5% for the familiar/unfamiliar scenes and control mean ϭ 95.3%, J.N. ϭ 96.1% for the indoor/outdoor scenes). J.N.'s performance did not differ from that of the controls in either the familiar/unfamiliar scenes ( p ϭ 0.68) or in the indoor/ outdoor scenes ( p ϭ 0.75) experiments.
The motion parameters obtained from the preprocessing stages were used as nuisance variables in a regression model. The betas from this regression model (data not explained by motion) were used for the time course analyses. To quantify adaptation effects, an adaptation index (AI) was computed for each ROI for each subject (Pinsk et al., 2009) Repeat are the averaged variance of the peak responses for the new and repeat blocks, respectively. Although the condition blocks lasted 12 s (6 TRs total), to avoid potential contamination of the peak estimates as individual subjects' hemodynamic delay may vary, we used only the middle four peak TRs when computing AI values. For each subject, the AI was computed using average peak responses and variance across blocks. The AIs of the controls were then averaged to compare with J.N.'s AI. Positive AI values indicate that responses were greater for the new than repeat blocks. A one-way ANOVA was run to test for differences in AI values across ROIs.
In addition to the time course analysis, we also ran a general linear model (GLM) with square-wave functions matching the block design of the new and repeat conditions. This was done to compare AI results computed from the time course data and the adaptation effects as defined by new minus repeat in this regression model.
Familiar and unfamiliar scenes. Before the fMRI session, participants completed a landmark recognition survey that consisted of 80 colored photographs of famous landmarks across the world. Of the 80 landmarks, six were highly familiar and were from J.N.'s city of residence. Landmarks were labeled as familiar if the participant could either name (e.g., Notre Dame) and/or provide contextual information (e.g., a cathedral in Paris, France). On average, control participants recognized 37 landmarks and J.N. recognized 44. J.N. correctly recognized all six landmarks that are located in her home city, suggesting that J.N.'s navigation impairments lie within disorientation rather than place recognition. Because individuals differed in which landmarks they recognized, some scene stimuli were used for the familiar blocks in some participants, whereas the same stimuli were used for the unfamiliar blocks in others (32 exemplars in each category). The indoor and outdoor scenes consisted of the same set of independent and unfamiliar images for all participants (32 exemplars for each category).
Resting-state functional connectivity. Participants were run in 2 10 min resting-state runs in which they were instructed to rest and stare at a blank screen. For all participants, one of the resting-state runs was scanned at the beginning of the fMRI session to reduce "contamination" from seeing scenes in the subsequent runs. For each participant, WM and CSF masks were localized anatomically. The WM and CSF time courses and motion parameters were regressed out as nuisance variables. The voxel responses within an ROI were averaged and the resulting time course was used to temporally correlate across all pairwise ROIs using Pearson's correlation.
To quantify the correlation outputs to compare between seed and target ROIs, a normalized ranked correlation score was computed for each seed-to-target ROIs correlation. For a given seed region (e.g., RSC), the 12 target ROIs were ordered by the rank of their correlation (e.g., first ϭ PPA, second ϭ TOS, etc.). We then normalized by the total number of connections observed for that seed and subtracted from 1. A lower score indicates a lower connectivity between the seed and target ROI. Instead of comparing the raw correlation values, which may differ across individuals or across different seeds, the normalized connectivity score allows for a relative comparison of the seed-target correlation with respect to the seed's connectivity to the rest of the target ROIs examined. This normalized approach avoids any confounds associated with nuisance variables such as the potential inaccurate estimation of WM and CSF time courses or differences in the alertness of subjects during scans.
DTI analysis. Each subject was scanned in 1 DTI scan lasting 5.6 min. The FSL Diffusion Toolbox (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FDT) was used to preprocess the data for eddy current distortion and motion correction. Using the Bayesian Estimation of Diffusion Parameters Obtained using Sampling Techniques (BESPOSTX), diffusion tensors were fit for each voxel and the functional anisotropy and mean diffusion values were calculated for each voxel. The ROIs defined using functional localizers and FreeSurfer's automatic subcortical segmentation tool (HIP) were used as seeds in the probabilistic tractography (PROB-TRAKX) tool to compute the connectivity distributions from each seed to every voxel of the brain. All of the preprocessing and tracking were done in the subject's native anatomical space. Subsequently, the tracking results were converted to MNI space using linear (FLIRT) and nonlinear (FNIRT) coregistration tools. To account for differences in ROI sizes that could result in different probabilistic tracking results, the path outputs were normalized by the RSC and PPA sizes (Rilling et al., 2008) . The probabilistic tracking used 5000 samples/voxel, a curvature threshold of 0.2, and was corrected for distance across the seed and target ROIs.
Results

Behavioral results
Comparison with other reported DTDs on navigational abilities
We benchmarked J.N.'s performance using the Iaria and Barton (2010) online battery designed to test cognitive skills related to navigation. The battery includes nine subtests, some of which were designed for testing basic perceptual processes such as object recognition (subtest A), face identity recognition (subtest B), face expression recognition (subtest C), and landmark recognition (subtest D), and some of which focus directly on processes related to navigation such as heading orientation (subtest E), left/right orientation (subtest F), path reversal (subtest G), and formation (subtest H) and use of (subtest I) a cognitive map. Compared with controls (n ϭ 120), the DTD group (n ϭ 120) reported in Iaria and Barton's (2010) study were only reliably different on subtests D-I. J.N.'s scores on all of the subtests were almost identical to the reported DTDs' scores, with a correlation of r ϭ 0.92, p ϭ 0.001. This result critically indicates that J.N.'s behavioral profile shows a specific impairment in navigation rather than in basic visual processing and closely matches that of other DTDs. Table 1 
Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale
The Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSDS; Hegarty et al., 2002 ) is a 15-item survey measuring self-reported spatial and navigational abilities, preferences, and experiences. The SBSDS has high test-retest reliability (Kozhevnikov and Hegarty, 2001) and scores on this scale are highly predictive of one's ability to update one's orientation, path integration, and computation of location and heading and to learn one's location relative to landmarks (Hegarty et al., 2002; Sholl et al., 2006) . As expected, J.N. scored dramatically poorly on this questionnaire, with a score of 18.0 (Ͼ4 SDs from the control mean). Controls scored a mean of 78.0 (SD: 12.3, p ϭ 0.006). The eight controls who participated in the MRI experiments also completed the SBSDS and their mean score was 65.0 (SD ϭ 12.9), reliably higher than that of J.N. at 18.0 ( p ϭ 0.01).
Card rotation test and paper-folding test J.N. performed marginally poorly on both tests designed to test spatial imagery and mental manipulation of spatial information (Ekstrom et al., 1976) . On the card rotation test, she scored 28.0, which was poorer than the controls' mean ϭ 53.7 (SD ϭ 11.4, p ϭ 0.09). On the paper-folding test, she scored a 1.6, whereas the control participants scored a mean of 6.0 (SD ϭ 2.1, p ϭ 0.11).
Mental rotation test
To assay further J.N.'s ability to process spatial information mentally, we devised a mental rotation test similar to that of Podzebenko et al. (2002) in which participants determined whether an individually displayed asymmetric letter or digit (e.g., "5") was in the standard or mirror-reversed view. In blocks of trials, the stimulus rotated in plane by the following degrees: 0, 15, 30, 80, and 95. Although J.N.'s accuracy in the task was comparable to that of controls (J.N. ϭ 96.3% vs controls ϭ 98.2%, SD ϭ 1.2%), J.N.'s overall reaction time (RT) (994.4 ms, correct trials only) was significantly slower than controls' RT (645.9 ms, SD ϭ 59.9 ms), p ϭ 0.003. Consistent with previous studies in mental rotation (Podzebenko et al., 2002), both J.N. and the controls' RTs increased in a linear fashion with increasing degrees of stimulus rotation (J.N.'s linear fit: R 2 ϭ 0.99 vs controls linear fit: R 2 ϭ 0.92, SD ϭ 0.13, comparison between J.N. and controls' linear fits, p ϭ 0.68). Despite this, J.N.'s RT had a significantly steeper slope of 6.9 compared with controls' slope of 1.7 (SD ϭ 0.9, p ϭ 0.003). Consistent with the card rotation and paper-folding tasks, J.N. showed greater difficulty than controls in tasks requiring mental rotation and spatial manipulation, implicating impairment in working with and manipulating spatial information. These findings suggest that the deficit extends beyond spatial processing within the external environment and affects internal spatial representations and processes as well.
Heading orientation test
To assess heading orientation, J.N. performed a task developed by Hashimoto and colleagues (2010), in which she stood within the center of a 3 ϫ 3 grid on the floor and was required to remember the location of 3 cards with different shapes placed in different cells of the grid (study phase). After the cards were removed, J.N. was instructed to place the cards back on the grid (test phase). In Part A of the task, J.N. remained in the same position during the study and test phases, but in Part B, she was required to physically rotate her body either 90°or 180°clockwise or counterclockwise during the interval between the study and test phases. J.N.'s score for Part A was slightly worse than controls' (J.N. ϭ 24.0, controls ϭ 27.8, SD ϭ 1.6, p ϭ 0.08) and J.N.'s score for Part B was reliably worse than controls' (J.N. ϭ 17.0, controls ϭ 26.7, SD ϭ 2.9, p Ͻ 0.03). Interestingly, J.N.'s performance did not differ reliably from the retrosplenial topographic patients from Hashimoto et al.'s (2010) study (comparison between J.N.'s and patients' scores: Part A, patient mean ϭ 26.7, SD ϭ 1.2, p ϭ 0.18; Part B, patient mean ϭ 11.0, SD ϭ 6.6, p ϭ 0.51), suggesting that, notwithstanding the absence of a frank restrosplenial lesion, J.N.'s difficulty updating spatial information resembles that of the retrosplenial patients.
Face, object, and scene recognition tests J.N. performed with high accuracy on both the recognition of famous American faces (Avidan et al., 2005) , with a score of 98.2% (controls ϭ 88.7%, SD ϭ 4.9%, p ϭ 0.13), and the Cambridge Face Memory Test (Duchaine and Nakayama, 2006) (J.N. ϭ 79.2%, controls ϭ 81.7%, SD ϭ 14.9%, p ϭ 0.88). On an object recognition test with 60 common items (Behrmann and Kimchi, 2003) , J.N. performed 96.7%, which was comparable to that of controls, (mean ϭ 98.2%, SD ϭ 1.1%, p ϭ 0.25).
Two tests of scene classification were devised. The first test was an easy indoor or outdoor judgment task performed on 32 photographs of different scenes: 16 indoor scenes (e.g., bedrooms, dining rooms, foyers, etc.) and 16 outdoor scenes (e.g., building exteriors, courtyards, pools, etc.). Each scene was presented for 500 ms and the participant had up to 3 s to respond. The second test was a slightly more difficult indoor scene classification test in which photographs of scenes from one of four categories were presented (i.e., kitchen, office, bedroom, or living room) with 15 exemplars of each category. Scenes were presented for up to 3 s and participants were required to name aloud the scene category of the exemplar as quickly and accurately as possible. None of the scene stimuli used in these behavioral tests was used in any of the fMRI investigations or in the familiar landmark recognition questionnaire described above. J.N.'s performance was consistently high and comparable to that of controls. She scored 100% in the indoor/outdoor test (controls, 96.4%, SD ϭ 3.9%, p ϭ 0.44) and her RT (1091 ms) was equivalent to that of controls (925 ms, SD ϭ 176 ms, p ϭ 0.42). The second indoor scene classification task replicated these findings: J.N. scored 97.5% versus controls' mean score of 99.0% (SD ϭ 1.0, p ϭ 0.21) and her RT (1020 ms) was also comparable to that of controls (1139 ms, SD ϭ 89 ms, p ϭ 0.27). As noted in the Materials and Methods section, a famous landmark questionnaire was also administered to determine the familiar and unfamiliar scenes to use in the fMRI experiment. J.N.'s performance was comparable to controls. Of the landmarks assessed, six were personally familiar to J.N. because they were within her home city. J.N. was able to identify all of them. Together, these results clearly indicate that J.N.'s topographic disorientation cannot be explained by a compromise in visual form perception or in scene recognition per se.
Item memory tests J.N. performed within normal limits on the Wechsler Memory Scale (Wechsler, 1997) for verbal, digit, and spatial memory; her performance on remembering word lists and paired associates achieved normed scores between 8 and 14. On these normed scales, scores 8 -12 are considered average and scores 13-14 high average. Controls scored similarly to J.N. and there was no difference between J.N. and the controls in the word list ( p ϭ 0.21) or paired associates tasks ( p ϭ 0.60). J.N.'s performance on the forward digit span was 10, which was comparable to controls (mean ϭ 10.8, SD ϭ 2.1, p ϭ 0.73). Her performance on the forward spatial span assessing visuospatial working memory, however, fell in the low average range, achieving a raw and normed score of 6 (scores of 6 -7 are considered low average). Controls' score was 9.5 (SD ϭ 1.0) and this was reliably higher than that of J.N.'s ( p ϭ 0.03).
Together, these behavioral results indicate that J.N. has deficits in representing, updating, and using spatial information (i.e., card rotation, paper folding, card placement, mental rotation, and visuospatial working memory) without a general nonspatial memory problem (i.e., normal performance on the Wechsler Memory verbal and digit subtests and Cambridge Face Memory Test) or a deficit in visual form perception (i.e., normal performance on object and face recognition and scene classification tests). These results are corroborated by her profile on the DTD online battery from Iaria and Barton's (2010) study, as described above.
Functional localizer
A comparison of the functionally defined scene and early visual areas in J.N. and in a representative control subject, C1, is shown in Figure 1B . Despite her navigational deficits, we were able to functionally localize scene-selective ROIs showing greater BOLD response to scenes than other object classes. The amplitude of J.N.'s scene responses in PPA, TOS, and RSC (Fig. 2) did not differ from that of controls (all t Ͻ 1.00, p Ͼ 0.40). In controls, consistent with previous accounts of a right hemisphere bias of scene selectivity in these regions , there were greater scene-selective responses in the right than left PPA (t (12) ϭ 6.48, p Ͻ 0.0001) and right than left RSC (t (12) ϭ 4.68, p ϭ 0.0005). There was no hemispheric difference in TOS in controls (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.52). J.N. also showed right hemisphere dominance for scene selectivity in PPA and RSC and no bias in TOS. The magnitude of the right hemisphere bias was indistinguishable from that of controls (PPA: p ϭ 0.48; RSC: p ϭ 0.80, TOS: p ϭ 0.74). J.N.'s scene ROI size (0.18 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.95) and cortical thickness (0.19 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.88) also did not differ reliably from controls' ROIs.
Similar to the scene ROIs, the amplitude of responses to objects in LOC and to faces in FFA were comparable across J.N. and controls (both regions p Ͼ 0.48). J.N.'s early visual areas showed topographic organization that was similar to controls'. There was no reliable difference in size (all p Ͼ 0.45) or cortical thickness (all p Ͼ 0.63) between J.N. and the controls in any of the nonscene-selective ROIs, including the HIP, LOC, FFA, and retinotopic areas.
The results from the functional localizer experiment demonstrate that J.N. has identifiable regions of cortex that show appropriate category-selective responses and that there is no reliable difference in any of the dependent measures extracted between J.N. and controls.
Adaptation experiments
One common functional property of ROIs is that the mean BOLD response to the presentation of repeated identical stimuli is markedly reduced compared with that of a sequence of different stimuli. The examination of this adaptation effect (i.e., repetition suppression) has been used successfully to uncover the selectivity of representations in scene-selective ROIs (Epstein et al., 2008; Epstein and Morgan, 2012; Ward et al., 2013) . Because J.N.'s deficit might arise from an alteration in the nature of the representations in scene ROIs, we investigated whether she shows the expected adaptation effect in two independent experiments. The first experiment used familiar and unfamiliar scenes of famous landmarks that were preselected for each individual participant before scanning. The second experiment used indoor and outdoor scenes (Fig. 3 A, B) that were unfamiliar to all participants (see Materials and Methods). Figure 3C shows the time course for responses in PPA, TOS, and RSC for J.N., C1, and averaged controls. The AIs, which were calculated to quantify the response differences between the new and repeat conditions, are shown in Figure 4A . The left and right hemispheres showed a similar pattern of results (Fig. 4B ) and only the aggregated bilateral results are reported here. Controls showed reliable AIs for both familiar/unfamiliar scenes in PPA (t (12) ϭ 9.75, p Ͻ 0.00001), TOS (t (12) ϭ 7.73, p Ͻ 0.00001), and RSC (t (12) ϭ 9.19, p Ͻ 0.00001) and for indoor/outdoor scenes in PPA (t (12) ϭ 8.49, p Ͻ 0.00001), TOS (t (12) ϭ 6.71, p Ͻ 0.00001), and RSC (t (12) ϭ 8.96, p ϭ 0.00001). Similarly, J.N. showed positive AIs in PPA and TOS. Although the AIs for J.N.'s PPA were numerically reduced compared with those of the averaged controls', they were not reliably different for either familiar/unfamiliar scenes (t (12) ϭ Ϫ1.16, p ϭ 0.27) or indoor/outdoor scenes (t (12) ϭ Ϫ1.14, p ϭ 0.28). J.N.'s TOS AIs also did not differ from controls' for either familiar/unfamiliar (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.61) or indoor/outdoor scenes (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.92). In contrast to controls, however, J.N.'s RSC did not evince differential responses to the new versus repeat blocks and the AIs were markedly reduced relative to controls for both familiar/unfamiliar (t (12) ϭ Ϫ2.31, p ϭ 0.04) and indoor/outdoor scenes (t (12) ϭ Ϫ2.38, p ϭ 0.03). Consistent with the results from the localizer experiment ( Fig. 2A) , the amplitude of the peak responses in J.N.'s RSC (collapsed across conditions) did not differ reliably from controls' RSC for both the familiar/unfamiliar scenes (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.48) and indoor/outdoor scenes (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.52). Therefore, whereas J.N.'s RSC is responsive to scenes, it does not differentiate between different and identical scenes.
For controls, there were significant differences between AI values across ROIs (PPA, TOS, and RSC), for familiar/unfamiliar scenes (F (2,36) ϭ 7.94, p ϭ 0.001) and indoor/outdoor scenes (F (2,36) ϭ 7.00, p ϭ 0.003). Post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction showed that AIs in PPA ( p ϭ 0.001 for familiar/unfamiliar and p ϭ 0.003 for indoor/outdoor) and TOS ( p ϭ 0.04 for familiar/unfamiliar and p ϭ 0.03 for indoor/outdoor) were significantly higher than in RSC. The PPA-RSC and TOS-RSC difference in AI scores for J.N. was not reliably different from that of controls for both familiar/unfamiliar and indoor/outdoor scenes (0.29 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.95).
Results from the GLM in which new and repeat conditions were modeled showed a similar pattern of results to the AI findings. Controls showed reliable adaptation effects as defined by a positive new minus repeat ␤ difference for familiar/unfamiliar scenes (PPA: t (12) ϭ 12.77, p Ͻ 0.00001, TOS: t (12) ϭ 13.20, p Ͻ 0.00001, and RSC: t (12) ϭ 8.51, p Ͻ 0.00001) and indoor/outdoor scenes (PPA: t (12) ϭ 11.49, p Ͻ 0.00001, TOS: t (12) ϭ 9.15, p Ͻ 0.00001, and RSC: t (12) ϭ 10.08, p Ͻ 0.00001). J.N. also showed a positive new minus repeat difference for PPA and TOS that was not reliably different from that of controls (all p Ͼ 0.14). Critically, J.N.'s RSC showed significantly reduced adaptation effect compared with controls for both familiar/unfamiliar scenes (t (12) ϭ Ϫ2.34, p ϭ 0.04) and indoor/outdoor scenes (t (12) ϭ Ϫ2.42, p ϭ 0.03).
To test for differences in the responses to the different scene types (familiar Ͼ unfamiliar or indoor Ͼ outdoor), similar quantification as for the AI quantification was used. In this method, the difference in average peak responses to the different scene types was examined as a proportion of the variances from the scene types (Fig. 4C) . Consistent with previous reports on the effect of familiarity in scene ROIs ( sponses to familiar than unfamiliar scenes (PPA: t (12) ϭ 4.14, p ϭ 0.001, TOS: t (12) ϭ 2.92, p ϭ 0.01, RSC: t (12) ϭ 2.29, p ϭ 0.04). The familiarity effects were also observed in J.N.'s ROIs and the magnitude of these effects were not reliably different from controls in PPA (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.48) and RSC (t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.79). Surprisingly, J.N.'s TOS showed a higher magnitude of the familiarity effect than controls' TOS (t (12) ϭ 3.01, p ϭ 0.01).
None of the controls' scene ROIs demonstrated differential BOLD responses to indoor versus outdoor scenes (PPA, t (12) ϭ 1.08, p ϭ 0.30, TOS, t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.55 and RSC, t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.78). The same was true for J.N. and controls (PPA, t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.73, TOS, t (12) ϭ Ϫ1.04, p ϭ 0.32, and RSC, t (12) Ͻ 1.00, p ϭ 0.50).
Functional connectivity
Given that J.N.'s RSC does not reveal a typical response profile, the question is whether this perturbation is limited to the RSC or if it might also be evident in the effective connectivity to other cortical regions. To test this, we examined the functional connectivity (i.e., temporal correlation) of 13 ROIs (V1, V2, V3, V4, V3a, V3b, MT, LOC, FFA, PPA, TOS, RSC, and HIP) while participants were at rest-that is, with no visual stimulation or active task condition-so as to rule out the potential time-locked response changes due to evoked activity that can influence the resulting correlation values. For each participant, a symmetric 13 ϫ 13 correlation matrix was computed containing a cell for each pair of ROIs. Figure 5A shows the correlation matrix for J.N., C1, and the average controls. In controls, there were high functional correlations across regions within the scene network. In J.N., however, the correlations between the scene ROIs were reduced. To quantify this, for each subject, we calculated the normalized ranked connectivity scores (range 0 -1) for each ROI as a seed region. A higher score indicates that the responses from the target ROI were more highly correlated with the seed region than other target ROIs.
In examining RSC's correlation profile to the other ROIs, the PPA was ranked either first or second highest in all individual controls with an averaged connectivity score of 0.89 (SD ϭ 0.06; Fig. 5B ). In J.N., however, PPA was ranked second to the lowest with a connectivity score of 0.08 (the last being FFA). This differ- ence in the correlation scores of RSC to PPA between J.N. and controls was highly significant (t (12) ϭ Ϫ12.46, p Ͻ 0.0001). There were no reliable hemispheric differences in controls' RSC to PPA connectivity scores (t (12) Ͻ 1.0, p ϭ 0.60) and both J.N.'s left (t (12) ϭ Ϫ5.39, p Ͻ 0.0001) and right (t (7) ϭ Ϫ4.755, p ϭ 0.0001) RSC to PPA connectivity scores were significantly reduced compared with controls' (Fig. 6A) .
When PPA was seeded, J.N.'s TOS connectivity score was 0.08 compared with controls' score of 0.65 (SD ϭ 0.25, t (12) ϭ Ϫ2.124, p ϭ 0.06). Other seed-target connectivity patterns in which RSC, PPA, TOS, and HIP were used as seeds and targets did not show reliable differences across J.N. and controls (0.13 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.98). Although only marginally reliable in PPA to TOS, J.N.'s scene ROIs may not be as functionally coupled as those in controls; this was most evident in the connectivity profile of RSC to PPA.
To test whether J.N.'s scene areas have deviant connectivity profiles to areas outside the scene network, we compared scene ROIs' connectivity with a control region, the LOC. When RSC was seeded, J.N.'s LOC resulted in a score of 0.17, which was well within the normal range (mean ϭ 0.37, SD ϭ 0.23, t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.851, p ϭ 0.41). Similarly, when PPA was seeded, J.N.'s LOC score (0.42) was comparable to controls' LOC (mean ϭ 0.56, SD ϭ 0.22, t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.623, p ϭ 0.55). Last, when TOS was seeded, J.N.'s LOC (0.75) showed similar rank as controls' LOC (mean ϭ 0.72, SD ϭ 0.13, t (12) ϭ 0.20, p ϭ 0.85).
The patterns of the functional connectivity structure are clearly visible in the ROI arrangements in Figure 5C . Here, an unsupervised data-driven hierarchical clustering approach was used to link similar resting-state correlation patterns across different ROIs. The hierarchical clustering analysis (Johnson, 1967) assumes the existence of some grouping structure without assuming particular grouping categories and links similar restingstate correlation patterns across different ROIs. The value of the y-axis denotes the response dissimilarity (1 Ϫ r), so the shorter height of the horizontal link indicates a reduced dissimilarity (or greater similarity) in the connectivity profiles of the ROIs linked. This analysis revealed a tight clustering of RSC and PPA in controls (Fig. 5C, red) . J.N.'s RSC, however, emerged as an island on its own, not being linked to any other ROIs. Despite these differences in the scene ROIs, some similarities between J.N.'s and controls' functional connectivity results are evident. Consistent with the controls' data, J.N.'s early visual areas (e.g., V1-V4) are tightly clustered to each other and J.N.'s TOS showed high connectivity to V3a and V3b. TOS, V3a, and V3b are anatomically adjacent to each other and it is likely that TOS encodes more low-level visual features contained in scenes than do either PPA or RSC Dilks et al., 2013) .
To test whether the reduced functional connectivity between J.N.'s RSC and PPA was evident under other conditions as well, we further examined the background functional connectivity (Norman-Haignere et al., 2012) of RSC and PPA during scene perception. To do so, we used data from the adaptation experiments in which evoked activity from stimuli presentations were regressed out as nuisance variables and the residual BOLD patterns were used as inputs for the correlation analysis (Al-Aidroos et al., 2012) . The data from the adaptation experiments resulted in an identical pattern of results to the resting-state data analysis (Fig. 6B) . When RSC was seeded, J.N.'s PPA resulted in a consistently lower connectivity score compared with control subjects' PPA scores. This result held with both the familiar/unfamiliar scenes data (J.N.'s score of Ͻ 0.01 and controls' score of 0.79, SD ϭ 0.13, t (12) ϭ Ϫ5.75, p Ͻ 0.0001) and the indoor/outdoor scenes data (J.N.'s score of 0.08 and controls' score of 0.81, SD ϭ 0.16, t (12) ϭ Ϫ4.44, p ϭ 0.001).
Although highly unlikely, it is possible that, when J.N.'s RSC is seeded, there are regions just outside of the functionally defined PPA that show reliable correlation to RSC responses. Similarly, when PPA is seeded, it is possible that there are voxels in the vicinity of the functionally defined RSC that show correlation to PPA responses. To test this, we ran a whole-brain analysis to search for those voxels that were correlated with RSC and PPA resting-state responses. Results for J.N. and C1 are shown in FigFigure 5 . Functional connectivity. A, Temporal correlation matrix for J.N., C1, and averaged controls. B, The connectivity scores shown for individual (C1-C13) and averaged controls and J.N. across different seed and target ROIs. When RSC is seeded, J.N.'s PPA resulted in a significantly lower correlation than controls' (***p Ͻ 0.0001). When PPA was seeded, J.N.'s RSC and TOS resulted in lower connectivity scores compared with controls' ( †p ϭ 0.06). C, Hierarchical clustering results show that J.N.'s RSC is not clustered with PPA. ure 7. When J.N.'s RSC was seeded and we examined regions near J.N.'s PPA, there were no voxels showing a significant functional correlation to RSC, even with a liberal threshold (r ϭ 0.30, p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected). When C1's RSC was seeded, as expected, there were many voxels near C1's PPA showing reliable correlation to RSC responses. Similar results were found when PPA was selected as the seed; there were no voxels near J.N.'s RSC showing correlation to PPA. In C1, there were many voxels near C1's RSC showing correlation to PPA.
Also using the resting-state data, we examined the overall connectivity value for each seed region to determine the extent of the connectivity between this seed ROI (e.g., V1) and the other 12 target ROIs (average of V1's correlation to V2, V3, V4, V3a, V3b, MT, LOC, FFA, PPA, TOS, RSC, and HIP). This overall connectivity value for each seed ROI was compared between J.N. and controls (Fig. 8) The functional connectivity results strongly suggest that, unlike controls, J.N.'s RSC and PPA are not functionally coupled. Together with the adaptation experiments, these fMRI results strongly point to J.N.'s RSC as being functionally anomalous relative to the controls' RSC profile.
Structural connectivity
Giventhepronouncedreductioninthefunctionalconnectivitybetween RSC and PPA, we investigated whether this disconnection might arise from a compromise in the structural integrity of the underlying WM tracts. Using a probabilistic tracking approach (Behrens et al., 2003 , which computes a probabilistic estimate of the existence of a connection through two distant ROIs, we looked for those voxels showing reliable connectivity between RSC and PPA. All subjects showed highly similar tractography results. For controls, the path outputs were overlaid on top of each other and Figure 9A shows those voxels that survived at least 54% overlap (7 of 13) across subjects. Figure 9B shows the overlap between this output from controls and the result from J.N. The RSC and PPA paths are highly similar for J.N. and controls. The fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) values from this RSC-PPA path were also highly similar across J.N. and controls (t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.55, p ϭ 0.60 for FA and t (12) ϭϪ0.60, p ϭ 66 for MD, Figure 9C,D) . To examine the overall structural connectivity pattern of RSC, the proportion connectivity of RSC voxels passing through the 12 target ROIs (V1-V4, V3a, V3b, MT, LOC, FFA, PPA, TOS, and HIP) was computed ( Croxson et al., 2005) . For each voxel in RSC, the number of total samples reaching a particular target (e.g., PPA) was compared with the total number of samples reaching any of the 12 target ROIs. J.N. and controls showed highly comparable results (Fig. 9E) . The target ROI resulting in the highest proportion connectivity from RSC was HIP followed by PPA.ThetargetROIswiththelowestproportionconnectivityfromRSC were FFA and V4. None of the target ROIs differed reliably across J.N. and controls with respect to their proportion connectivity to RSC (V1: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.25, p ϭ 0.81; V2: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.58, p ϭ 0.57; V3: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.44, p ϭ 0.67; V4: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.91, p ϭ 0.65; V3a: t (12) ϭ 0.43, p ϭ 0.67; V3b: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.56, p ϭ 0.58; MT: t (12) ϭ 0.92, p ϭ 0.38; LOC: t (12) ϭ 1.11, p ϭ 0.29; FFA: t (12) ϭ 0.41, p ϭ 0.69; PPA: t (12) ϭ 0.20, p ϭ 0.85; TOS: t (12) ϭ 0.17, p ϭ 0.87; and HIP: t (12) ϭ Ϫ0.14, p ϭ 0.89).
In controls, there was a positive and significant correlation between the functional and structural connectivity of RSC to the remaining 12 target ROIs (r ϭ 0.59, p ϭ 0.04; Fig. 9F ). For example, if a particular target ROI (e.g., PPA) had high functional connectivity with RSC, then that target ROI also had high structural connectivity to RSC. This relationship was not present in J.N. (r ϭ Ϫ0.08, p ϭ 0.81; Fig. 9G) . Importantly, the functional and structural connectivity relationship was positively correlated with behavioral navigability as assessed by the SBSDS (Hegarty et al., 2002 ; r ϭ 0.57, p ϭ 0.03 when excluding J.N. and r ϭ 0.59, p ϭ 0.02 when including J.N.). That is, across subjects, those individuals with higher functional and structural connectivity correlations were also those with higher navigability scores (Fig. 9H ) .
Unlike the functional connectivity results, the structural connectivity between J.N.'s RSC and PPA is highly similar to that of controls. This suggests that the atypical functional properties observed in J.N.'s RSC cannot be attributable to differences in the structural connectivity profile of RSC per se and are likely attributable to a functional alteration.
Representative control C1
As a visual benchmark to reference J.N.'s results, the results of C1 (who is age, handedness, and scanner matched to J.N.) are displayed in the figures as well. To ensure that C1 is a representative control, we compared C1's data with the rest of the controls' (n ϭ 12) data. None of the following tests resulted in a significant difference: sizes of scene-selective ROIs (0.26 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.88), size of HIP ( p ϭ 0.65), gray matter volume of scene ROIs (0.17 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.54), HIP gray matter volume ( p ϭ 0.27), degree of adaptation effects in scene ROIs (0.78 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.99 for familiar and unfamiliar scenes and 0.73 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.90 for indoor and outdoor scenes), functional connectivity rank scores between RSC and PPA using resting-state data ( p ϭ 0.68), functional connectivity rank scores between PPA and TOS ( p ϭ 0.61), and RSC structural connectivity patterns (0.27 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.99).
Comparison between age groups
To ensure that control participants' data did not differ across the age-matched and non-age-matched groups, we compared younger participants' data (age range: 24 -35 years, mean ϭ 29.0, n ϭ 7) with the older participants' data (age range: 52-60 years, mean ϭ 56.3, n ϭ 6). None of the following tests resulted in a reliable difference: sizes of scene ROIs (0.58 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.98), size of HIP ( p ϭ 0.18), gray matter volume of scene ROIs (0.37 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.83), HIP gray matter volume ( p ϭ 0.16), degree of adaptation effects in scene ROIs (0.35 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.71 for familiar and unfamiliar scenes and 0.50 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.66 for indoor and outdoor scenes), functional connectivity rank scores between RSC and PPA using resting-state data ( p ϭ 0.17), functional connectivity rank scores between PPA and TOS ( p ϭ 0.12), and RSC structural connectivity patterns (0.07 Ͻ p Ͻ 0.96).
Discussion
The present study provides a comprehensive examination of the neural correlates of DTD, a disorder that markedly affects the ability of an individual to navigate successfully in the environment. The investigations conducted not only identify a potential neural correlate of DTD, but also provide insight into the neural functions that mediate normal navigation. Although the response properties of the scene-selective areas PPA, TOS, and RSC have been widely studied in healthy controls (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Hasson et al., 2003) , no study has investigated scene-selective ROIs in DTDs either in terms of their anatomical or structural characteristics or their functional properties. Uncovering the neural correlate of DTD is useful in two main respects. First, this provides a thorough description of the neural perturbations that accompany the sometimes-debilitating impairment in navigation experienced by these individuals. Because J.N. is a representative case of DTD, the current study has the opportunity to improve our understanding of this atypical profile on both a behavioral and neural level. Second, from a basic science perspective, identifying deviations in the neural profile in DTD affords a deeper insight into the computational contribution of particular region(s) under investigation and a potential explanation for its causal role in DTD. Our study reports the results of detailed behavioral and neural examination conducted with J.N., a representative single patient with DTD. The major and novel result was that there was an atypical response profile of the RSC and there was atypical functional coupling between RSC and PPA. These findings indicate that RSC is a particularly vulnerable component of the scene and navigation network in DTD.
Using a functional localizer, we identified PPA, TOS, and RSC bilaterally in J.N. and all were comparable to the corresponding regions in healthy controls in terms of size, cortical thickness, and degree of scene selectivity. The key results emerged when examining the adaptation profile of scene-selective regions, specifically the RSC. Although J.N.'s PPA, TOS, and RSC did not differ in the overall responsiveness to scenes, relative to controls, unlike the PPA and TOS, the RSC did not exhibit repetition attenuation to repeated scenes. This finding was consistent across two adaptation experiments and points to the abnormal functional profile of J.N.'s RSC. The functional connectivity results from the restingstate data, as well as from the adaptation experiments, provide consistent evidence for the strikingly reduced functional coupling between J.N.'s RSC and PPA. Unlike J.N., every control participant demonstrated high functional connectivity between RSC and PPA and this was highly reliable across independent datasets.
The reduced functional coupling between J.N.'s RSC and PPA cannot be explained by differences in the structural connectivity between these two regions, as evidenced by the largely overlapping RSC-PPA tractography between J.N. and controls. In addition, J.N.'s structural connectivity profile of RSC to the remaining ROIs was highly consistent with that of the controls. These results critically point to the functional deficits in RSC as being the likely neural correlate subserving the navigational deficits. In control subjects, RSC's structural and functional connectivity profiles were highly correlated and the degree of the structural and functional coupling was predictive of navigability.
The behavioral navigation deficits shown in J.N. are most similar to the navigational deficits witnessed in patients with explicit lesions to the RSC (Takahashi et al., 1997; Maguire, 2001 ). Like these patients, J.N. is able to recognize familiar buildings and landmarks and she does not have major deficits in visual form recognition or in general memory. J.N. is, however, severely impaired in using spatial information even in familiar environments (e.g., she constantly gets lost in the neighborhood she has lived in for years) and performs poorly on tasks requiring the mental manipulation of spatial information (e.g., the card rotation, paper-folding, and mental rotation tests) and spatial updating (e.g., card placement task and deficits in tests of forming a cognitive map). The fMRI results demonstrating a functional deficit in J.N.'s RSC are also consistent with the hypothesis that the neural correlates for topographic disorientation stem from a functionally deviant RSC. Although J.N. performed within the normal range in the scene classification and landmark recognition tests, a more fine-grained testing of scene recognition and analysis may be required to sufficiently argue for J.N.'s intact scene recognition. At present, our testing provides a broad stroke analysis of J.N.'s scene perception.
The atypical neural profile in J.N. appears largely restricted to the RSC. Iaria and colleagues (2009) , however, found decreased activity in the DTD's left HIP in addition to that of RSC bilaterally while participants performed a spatial navigation task. However, because there were clear behavioral differences in the DTD's and the controls' ability to perform the navigation task, it is unclear whether the neural differences observed were solely attributable to the navigation deficits in the DTD or were a result of confounding factors such as differences in task difficulty, different behavioral strategies, or compensatory mechanisms . The fMRI experiments in the current investigation did not require participants to explicitly engage in a navigation or a spatial manipulation task (specifically to avoid the confound of different behavioral competence). Our results offer complementary and converging evidence from the adaptation and restingstate experiments that J.N.'s RSC is functionally deviant. We have also gone beyond characterizing the BOLD signal in J.N. as was done in the previous study by examining functional and structural connectivity in tandem.
The RSC atypicality that was observed is evident bilaterally in J.N. and this contrasts with the fact that the lesion in cases with acquired topographic disorientation due to retrosplenial damage is usually unilateral and to the right hemisphere. Interestingly, in many of these latter cases, the navigation deficits generally resolve over time (Maguire, 2001) , suggesting that the left RSC or other nodes in the right hemisphere may compensate for the retro- splenial functions. DTD individuals, on the other hand, suffer from a life-long deficit, potentially as a result of the bilateral nature of the RSC functional deficits and the inability to compensate for the deficit. It is also possible that, unlike acquired topographic disorientation, DTDs suffer from a life-long deficit due to the impairments in the neural processes that allow compensation after RSC dysfunctions.
What might be the contribution of the RSC (and its subsequent dysfunction in DTD)? The ability to navigate relies on a flexible mechanism of representing multiple complementary reference frames. View-specific egocentric representations allow for updating self-motion and allocentric representations allow for understanding the relative positions between landmarks that are accessible across varying viewpoints (e.g., the bank is east of the park). One functional role of RSC proposed in spatial cognition (Burgess, 2006 (Burgess, , 2008 is in the transformation of egocentric representations mediated by the parietal cortex (Ino et al., 2002; Ciaramelli et al., 2010) to allocentric representations mediated by medial temporal structures such as the HIP (Rolls et al., 1997; Ekstrom et al., 2003) and vice versa. RSC evinces sensitivity to both egocentric and allocentric representations and may well support the conversion of visual stimuli into different reference frames. Indeed, anatomical connectivity studies from macaques demonstrate that RSC has strong connectivity to both parietal and medial temporal regions (Lavenex et al., 2004; Kobayashi and Amaral, 2000; Kravitz et al., 2011) and this puts RSC in the prime location for the functional role of translating between different coordinate frames. Therefore, the DTD's RSC might reflect the incorrect or inefficient computations involved in the transformation of reference frames, which would prohibit flexible and efficient spatial representations. Previous studies (Iaria and Barton, 2010) have carefully characterized the behavioral deficits in a number of cognitive processes related to navigation: heading orientation, left/right orientation, landmark recognition, and path formation. All of these processes are related to the DTD individuals' difficulty in forming a cognitive map, a skill that requires converting visual input of the local environment into an allocentric spatial representation-which is consistent with an atypical functioning RSC. Indeed, J.N. and DTDs were impaired in forming and using a cognitive map, as evidenced using the online perceptual battery (Iaria and Barton, 2010) . J.N. was also impaired in the card placement task that required the use of an allocentric spatial representation, a task that has also been shown to be impaired in those with RSC damage (Hashimoto et al., 2010) . In addition, the ability to transform a spatial map from one viewpoint to another was impaired in J.N., as shown in the card rotation task, paper-folding task, and mental rotation. Therefore, this study has demonstrated, not only the neural atypicality of RSC, but also a behavioral profile that reflects the outcome of this neural alteration.
In summary, the current study offers converging evidence that the scene and navigation network, especially the RSC, is functionally deviant in a DTD individual and implicates an alteration in bilateral RSC as a potential neural basis for navigational deficits in DTDs. These results provide direct leads for important future studies to address the precise relationship between the representations in RSC and navigation. For example, further research is needed to understand the relationship between functional coupling and the adaptation effects in the scene ROIs. A further topic of interest concerns the directionality of the RSC and PPA relationship: although we report consistently reduced functional connectivity between J.N.'s RSC and PPA, it is possible that the lack of the adaptation effects in RSC is a consequence of the reduced inputs from PPA or of the reduced functional coupling between RSC and PPA. Determining causality will elucidate further the neural system subserving navigation. Last, future investigations can examine the representation of spatial maps within multivoxel patterns of activity within the RSC in DTDs, which recently has provided insight into the function of the RSC is normal navigators (Marchette et al., 2014) . The present investigation provides the most extensive neuroimaging study on the neural mechanisms underlying DTD completed to date and sheds light on the neural substrates mediating intact navigation.
